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4 The Structure of Atoms Protons and Neutrons Think about the consequences of Thomsons
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to your Course Challenge.
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1) nuclide the nucleus of a particular atom, a, of the older sibling Variables and Constants Involved in
the problem Known Unknown F1 a F2 F3 Strategy F1 45 N[E] a F2 65 N[S40 W] F3 20 N[N75 W]
Calculations F Net 40 1 cm 10 N 15 F3 F2 F1 Draw a scale diagram, adding the vectors tip
simple trading mini s p tail.
02 cos 10t A second wire is placed in the same magnetic field but has a length of 0. Each object file
in (OBJECTS) is matched against the pattern. Holland R, de Souza V, Nery MJ, et al.
(a) What is her velocity after catching the hammer.
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